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Califano Papers:Joe's persistence finally paid off. The Army has finally agreed to provide a declassifier (for 3 

days) during the first week in June. We shall see how that goes, and react accordingly--either provide the 

Army with additional opportunities to finish going through that collection, or invite the Board to release large 

numbers of documents, if the Army is unwilling to, or unable to dedicate adequate resources to this project. 

Christopher has now reassumed the working lead on this project.DIA:Arrangements to meet with DIA were 

finalized by Joe Masih, and a meeting was set up for Wednesday, May 14 at 1:00 P.M. (today). We will discuss, 

in detail, how to implement the strategies for records searches discussed on January 28 in a meeting Ron and 

Tim had with DIA, and memorialized in Ron's February 6 letter. Joe's work with the DIA's information systems 

manager prior to this meeting, and his review of the list of records they sent to Suitland, has been 

instrumental in helping us prepare for this meeting.ONI:Christopher has tickled ONI and they have said they 

have completed declassification review of the assassination-related records found in the approx. 123 cubic 

feet of records initially reviewed. Christopher is working with them to ensure the documents are properly 

RIFed prior to transmission to us for Review Board determination.NAGELL FILE AT DAIG:Joe was able to get IRR 

to respond to questions which DAIG said were holding up the show re: review of the 900-page IRR Nagell file. 

We still await a commitment from DAIG on when they will have the file processed. If we do not hear from 

them soon, I will take Jeremy up on his offer, and ask him to tickle the DAIG Legal Advisor, who recently 

inserted himself into this process.NSA:Christopher and I completed after-the-fact Review Track actions for 

outstanding items in the original group of 85 documents. Chris is doggedly resolving the loose ends with his 

P.O.C. at NSA, and may have completed that process in another week. I want to get these documents to Steve 

Tilley by the end of May.NSA has a lot of material coming our way--from the Kennedy Library.PTC:Joe is 

continuing his final grooming of the PTC documents. Right now 18 are referred to HRG; 6 are referred to DOS 

and two more will be soon; and today, Joe will present about 13 or so additional PTC referrals to DIA for 

declassification review.BIG LIFT:Joe is continuing to assemble enclosures for the Big Lift memo prepared under 

Tim's regime, so that we can check off the "completed" box on that project.
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